BUSINESS INTEGRATION CLUSTER
PERFECT COMPONENTS
More success thanks to more added value

ƒ

It is becoming more and more difficult to cope with the bulk
of data that accumulates in company networks. That’s why
it is all the more important to render processes transparent.
Having an efficient, central integration platform helps.
edbic connects up all those involved in the value-added
chain, visualises the business processes and thus ensures
clarity and stability, for example in internal operations
(A2A) or the exchange of data with business partners
(B2B).
edbic
 ready to use quickly
 noticeable acceleration of business processes
 optimum process overview
 preconfigured sequences for various areas of
 application
 less administrative work and effort
 central system for A2A and B2B as SAAS
(‘software as a service’), or on customer’s premises

FAST AND FLEXIBLE INTEGRATION
Innovative interplay
The modern business integration suite edbic supports the concepts of enterprise service architecture and event
processing.
The suite combines any number of endpoints, data sources, applications, services, interfaces and workflows in such
a way as to create a single, continuous process, orchestrated by edbic.
edbic as Software as a Service (SaaS)


multi-client capability: individual edbic entities serve a large number of users in a common environment



horizontal scalability: system capacity can be dynamically adapted and large sets of data (‘big data’) processed fast



NoSQL database: large sets of data can be administered efficiently in structured systems
edbic can be used individually and in line with demand, both on shared or private platforms and in the
company’s own services.
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edbic supports relevant system requirements


protocol mediation: hook-up of various different communication protocols



document translation: data / news mapping in various different syntax formats



data validation: data enrichment, data filtering



connectors: cloud applications, on-premise software



developer toolkit: supporting the development of adaptors and connectors



routing & orchestration
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